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A Changing Energy Landscape
THE E&P INDUSTRY IS FACING AN UNPRECEDENTED SHORTAGE OF AVAILABLE CAPITAL
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Source: Bloomberg, Preqin, PLS Capitalize, Company Filings 
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Capital Markets Closed To The Energy Sector
TRADITIONAL SOURCES OF CAPITAL ARE NO LONGER AVAILABLE 

SUSTAINED, INCREASED VOLATILITY =
 Withdrawal of equity mutual funds
 Demands for (largely unattainable) capital discipline
 Withdrawal of high yield mutual funds

WITHDRAWAL OF EQUITY MUTUAL FUNDS =  No IPO’s and no secondaries (except minerals)
 10 year trough valuations

WITHDRAWAL OF HIGH YIELD MUTUAL FUNDS =  Very few new high yield issues, limited to BB and midstream
 Inactive secondary market and substantially higher yields / spreads

NO IPO’S / ASSET SALES =  Death of the modern energy private equity model (the flip version)
 Scarce new energy private equity fund raises

DEMANDS FOR (LARGELY UNATTAINABLE)  
CAPITAL DISCIPLINE =  Precipitous fall in asset sale activity

NO ENERGY PRIVATE EQUITY =  No take private floor for plummeting public market valuations
 Stranded PDP / over-equitized balance sheets seeking non-bank loans

OCC REGULATION / NO ASSET SALES /  
TROUGH VALUATIONS =  Withdrawal of the banks

NO BANKS =  Senior secured slot wide open
 Discounted reserve based bank loan acquisition opportunities

C O N F I D E N T I A L
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Upcoming Debt Is Creating Pressure on Companies
WITHOUT OTHER SOURCES OF CAPITAL, COMPANIES ARE USING M&A TO MAKE UP THE DIFFERENCE

Source: Bloomberg, Raymond James, Enverus

C O N F I D E N T I A L

US energy companies are selling assets to 
address their debt maturities.

• Lack of capital from traditional funding sources such 
as capital markets has left companies looking for 
other ways to meet their obligations.

• A large portion of debt to come due over the last three 
years has been covered by the sale of assets.

• As the amount of debt coming due grows, oil and gas 
companies are under more pressure to sell quality 
acreage.
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Valuations for Energy Companies Are at Historic Lows
MARKETS ARE GIVING COMPANIES LESS VALUE FOR THEIR PERFORMANCE

Source: Seaport Global Securities
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• The  retrenchment of capital 
and abundance of sellers 
has pushed EV/EBITDA 
multiples to historical lows, 
and well below levels during 
the lowest point of oil prices 
in the recent downturn in 
1Q16

• Fulcrum continues to see 
opportunities in the private 
space trading even lower in 
the less efficient lower 
middle market

• The combination of a lack of 
available capital and forced 
sellers at low valuations 
creates significant 
opportunity for Fulcrum
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The New Reality of the Energy Landscape
OIL & GAS COMPANIES CONTINUE TO NEED CAPITAL, BUT TRADITIONAL SOURCES ARE NO LONGER AVAILABLE

C O N F I D E N T I A L

TRADITIONAL SOURCES OF CAPITAL ARE NO LONGER AVAILABLE
 Markets have no appetite for equity offerings
 Without a public market, traditional private equity is unable to make exits
 High volatility continues to keep other sources of capital sidelined

ENERGY COMPANIES CONTINUE TO NEED CAPITAL TO SERVICE THEIR 
DEBT

 The amount of outstanding debt coming due each year continues to grow in the 
energy sector

 As each new tranche comes due, companies are under greater pressure to find 
ways to pay down debt

ASSET SALES HAVE HELPED SERVICE DEBT THUS FAR  Over the last three years, outstanding energy company debt has be covered in 
large part by the sale of assets

VALUATIONS ARE AT HISTORIC LOWS  Companies are selling assets into a market giving them 50% less for their 
production or their acreage than they were eight years ago

MORE ASSETS ARE COMING TO MARKET AT LOW VALUATIONS
 With traditional sources of capital no longer available and impending debt 

obligations, companies will need to bring more assets to market at a time when 
buyers are giving less than before
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Disclosures

This executive summary is being furnished for informational purposes only, on a strictly confidential basis and at the request of the addressee, as part of a one-on-one presentation to a qualified prospective investor for consideration 
in connection with certain investments described herein. By its acceptance hereof, each  recipient agrees that these materials have been requested by the recipient and neither this Summary nor any other documents relating to the 
investment provided  to the recipient may be reproduced or provided to others, in whole or in part, nor may the contents thereof be disclosed, without the prior written consent of  Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC (“FEC”), and that the 
recipient will permanently keep confidential all information contained herein and in such documents  not already in the public domain, and will use this Summary and such documents for the sole purpose of evaluating a possible 
investment.

Neither Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC nor any of its affiliates, nor any of its or their respective members, managers, partner, directors, officers,  employees, advisors, agents or representatives makes any representation or 
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the  information contained in this Summary or any other information (whether communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to 
prospective  investors, and each of such persons expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of or any action taken in reliance upon this  Summary or such other information by a prospective investor or 
any of their affiliates, members, managers, partner, directors, officers, employees, advisors,  agents or representatives. The information provided in this document is as of the date hereof and subject to change. Prospective investors 
are not entitled to rely  on the accuracy or completeness of the Summary and are entitled to rely solely on only those particular representations and warranties, if any, which may be  made by Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC or its 
affiliate to an investor in a definitive written agreement, when, as and if executed, and subject to such  limitations and restrictions as may be specified therein. Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC is not under any obligation to update or 
otherwise revise this  Summary following its distribution.

Each purchaser of securities in a FEC fund must be an “accredited investor” as such term is defined in Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as  amended, and should be willing and have the financial capacity to purchase a 
high risk investment, which cannot easily be liquidated. Nothing contained herein is  intended as legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, and should not be taken as such. A prospective investor should consult his, her or its own 
legal counsel and  accounting, tax and/or financial advisor with respect to his, her or its investment. A prospective investor must rely on his, her or its own examinations of the  investment described herein and terms, including the 
merits and risks involved. This Summary has not been filed or reviewed by, and the securities described  herein have not been registered with or approved by, the SEC or any securities regulatory authority of any state, nor has the SEC or 
any such authority passed  upon the accuracy or adequacy of this Summary.

This Summary does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. The sole purpose of this Summary is to assist prospective investors  in deciding whether to proceed with a further investigation and 
evaluation of the investment described herein in connection with their consideration of such  investment. This Summary does not purport to contain all information which may be material to an investor, and recipients of this Summary 
should conduct their  own independent evaluation and due diligence of the investment described herein. Each recipient agrees, and the receipt of this Summary serves as an  acknowledgment thereof, that if such recipient determines 
to engage in a transaction with Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC or its affiliate, its determination  will be based solely on the terms of the definitive agreement relating to such transaction and on the recipient’s own investigation, 
analysis and assessment of  Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC and the transaction.

Certain information contained in this Summary constitutes “forward looking” statements which can be identified by the use of forward looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, 
“continue”, or “believe”, or the negatives thereof, other variations thereon or  comparable terminology. Due to the various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance of Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC  
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward looking statements.

Morse Energy Capital, LLC reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to reject any and all proposals made by or on behalf of any prospective investor with regard  to an investment, as the case may be, and to terminate further participation 
in the investigation and proposal process by, or any discussions or negotiations with,  any prospective investor at any time. Morse Energy Capital Partners, LLC also reserves the right to negotiate with one or more prospective investors 
at any time  and to enter into a definitive agreement for a transaction without prior notice to you or other prospective investors.

C O N F I D E N T I A L



Interests in any of the FEC funds described herein have not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, nor under the securities laws of any  state, and the funds managed by FEC have not been registered under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. All information herein is qualified in its  entirety by the confidential private placement memorandum and fund agreement of the FEC fund in question.

Investors in private funds managed by FEC typically have limited rights to redeem or transfer interests in the fund. Interests will not be listed on an exchange  and it is not expected that there will be a secondary market for interests.

Investors in FEC funds are typically subject to pass-through tax treatment on their investment. This may result in an investor incurring tax liabilities during a  year in which it has not received a distribution or any cash from the fund.

Target returns are based on FEC’s internal analyses only. There is no guarantee that targeted returns will be realized or that an investment strategy will be  successful. There are no guarantees that historical performance of a related or 
similar investment, portfolio, or asset class will have a direct correlation with  future performance. Actual realized proceeds on unrealized investments may differ significantly from the unrealized valuations reflected herein. Actual  
unrealized investments will depend on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of assets and market conditions at the time of disposition, any  related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which 
may differ from assumptions. Certain historical performance herein reflects  performance of entities sponsored by an unaffiliated investment firm certain of whose accounts were managed by Mr. Morse at the time, and which 
accounts  FEC believes to have similar investment objectives, strategies and policies as Fulcrum Energy Capital Fund II. FEC is not involved in the calculation of  performance for such accounts, but believes the data herein to be 
accurate. Prior performance of other FEC funds or other investment vehicles managed by  principals of FEC may reflect a strategy different from the strategy expected to be employed by Fulcrum Energy Capital Fund II, with a different 
risk balance,  different fund terms, and varied return expectations, and may reflect historical returns under materially different market conditions.

IRRs are compound, annualized gross internal rates of return on investments and, except as noted herein, are based on actual cash inflows and outflows. Gross  IRRs do not reflect the effect of management fees, carried interest, fund 
expenses and other costs to be borne by investors, all of which would reduce returns and,  in the aggregate, be material. Net IRRs give effect to these management fees, carried interest and expenses. The IRRs of individual investors in 
funds may differ. Different valuation assumptions or methodologies may produce materially different results. Net IRR information, which reflects adjustments for certain fees and  expenses, is typically provided only at the fund level. 
With respect to individual investments, similar adjustments on an investment by investment basis may  distort or obscure available information, and as a consequence, they are not provided.

References to historical portfolio investments of other FEC-managed funds are provided here solely to demonstrate FEC’s investment methodology and the  practical application of FEC’s investment processes, and it should not be 
assumed that these case studies are fully representative of FEC’s investments or that  any investments made in the future will be profitable or will be comparable to the performance of any other portfolio investment. FEC will provide a 
complete  list of portfolio investments upon request.
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